
 

 

 
 
Subject- English                  Class-   IV                                         Topic-  Question Answer 
 
 
 

FROM THE STORY Oral 1. I am a good footballer but sometimes I extend my playing time. 

(Students will give their own views.) 2. Once upon a time, there was a water bearer. He had two 

pots and he used them to supply water to his mistress’ house. One of the pots had a crack in it 

and it felt sad about it. One day, the water bearer asked the pot the reason for its sadness. The 

pot answered that it felt sorry of its flaws due to which the water bearer didn’t get full value for 

his effort. The water bearer asked him to notice the beautiful flowers along the path. He told the 

pot that he had planted the flower seeds on that side of the path over which the cracked pot 

would be carried when full. Every day, while they walked back, the cracked pot watered the 

flowers. He used those flowers to decorate his mistress’ house. The water bearer made the pot 

understand that it should not feel sorry about its flaws, in fact he said that all of us must learn to 

use our flaws to our advantage.  

Circle the correct options. 1. ashamed 2. proud 3. happy 4. loving  

Read And Answer 1. The cracked pot said this to the water bearer.  

2. The cracked pot was ashamed of the flaw of not helping the water bearer to get full value for 

his effort.  

3. The water bearer asked the cracked pot to notice the beautiful flowers along the path. 

 4. There were flowers only on one side of the path because the water bearer planted the flower 

seeds only on the cracked pot’s side of the path and every day while walking back from the 

stream, the cracked pot unknowingly watered them.  

Think And Answer 1. The water bearer felt sorry for the cracked pot because it was ashamed of 

its flaw and unaware of its quality. 2. The pot looked at the bearer and smiled because the 

bearer had turned its flaw into an advantage. 3. Everyone of us have flaws but we must learn to 

embrace them and use them to our advantage. 

 4. (d) All of these Reference To Context (a) The cracked pot said to the water bearer. (b) The 

speaker said so because it had understood that it was as important as the fine pot. (c) Yes, it 

did. (d) No, having a flaw is not bad but considering it our weakness and feeling inferior because 

of it is bad.  

HOTS Question  

The cracked pot was happy in the end because it had understood its importance. It had realised 

that every one of us have flaws but we must learn to use them to our advantage. 

 Word Quiz (b) adverb Talk Pupil A : Why did father not have his morning tea? Pupil B : He did 

not have his morning tea because the milk had finished. Pupil A : Why could Amrita not answer 

the questions? Pupil B : She had not read the lesson. Pupil A : Why did Dr Roy not see his 

patients today? Pupil B : He had fever. Pupil A : Why could Bruno not catch the thief? Pupil B : 



The thief had jumped over the wall and ran away. Pupil A : Why could mother not withdraw 

money? Pupil B : The bank had closed.  

Listen talk – l Christmas – t Wednesday – d autumn – n honest – h Speak Students will repeat 

after the expert.  

GRAMMAR Verbs A. 1. play 2. works 3. goes 4. sleeping 5. writes B. 1. lady entered kitchen 2. 

are playing garden 3. Shivani and Chetna are shaking hands 4. dog is following the old man 5. 

policeman has caught a thief C. 2. cook 3. flow 4. sing 5. play 6. Teach 

Verbs: Singular and Plural A. 1. is 2. are 3. are 4. is 5. am B. 1. have 2. knocked 3. stopped 4. 

has Learn new words Column A Column B slipped out moved slowly turned down refused taken 

off removed to let down to disappoint depended upon trusted Spell 2. fence 3. company 4. 

island 

 


